MASTER
of
URBAN PLANNING

Department of Urban Studies and Planning
California State University, Northridge

Coursework Includes:
Contemporary Urban Planning in the US • Principles of Urban Planning • Sustainable Development and Environmental Analysis • Planning for Communities and Local Economic Development • Policy Analysis and Implementation • Planning Law • Visual Communication Skills for Planners • Quantitative Analysis • Qualitative Research in Urban Planning • Seminar in Comprehensive Planning • Field Project in Urban Planning • Professional Project

The Master of Urban Planning provides a broad based education in urban planning, especially as it is practiced in the State of California. The degree’s curriculum is thoroughly grounded in the academic and applied dimensions of the profession. Classroom experience emphasizes key theoretical aspects of urban planning, while practical exercises and field experiences address how planning problems are addressed at the local and regional level.

The program offers affordable tuition and coursework scheduled during evenings and weekends to better accommodate the needs of working students and professionals. Located in Los Angeles, the MUP program at California State University, Northridge provides unique opportunities to understand urban issues in a world class city.

PRIORITY APPLICATION DEADLINE: March 2, 2018
www.csun.edu/urbanstudies

Urban Studies & Planning, 220 Sierra Hall, CSU Northridge, 18111 Nordhoff Street, Los Angeles, CA 91330
Phone: (818) 677-2904, Fax: (818) 677-5850, Email: mup@csun.edu